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OBR Presentation Day; the walkabout
On Sunday 25 November, 40 members gathered at the cafe next to the Key Learning
Centre at Oxford Castle for a guided tour of 20th century university (as opposed to college)
buildings where the University Surveyors Office had played a significant design or
development role. The Office, founded in the late 1940’s, became much more active from
the 1950’s onwards as increased government funding for research made possible ambitious
expansion in science and related facilities.
Vic Allison was our guide. Having worked at the Office for over 40 years, he brought an
entertaining as well as expert perspective on many of the university buildings developed on
his watch.
We started at the Malthouse of the brewery just behind the Castle, which the university
bought in 1960 and has since accommodated the Surveyor’s Office as it has grown, with the
university joinery department next door. The brewery had been severely fire damaged, and
the surveyors have progressively redeveloped the site as the office expanded, notably in 1991
transforming 3 floors of barley malting space into 2 floors of offices. In the joinery shop
next door, the joiners conjured up a dance floor and party venue as part of their
modifications. Vic quoted an Architectural Review of 1960 description of what should be
the goal of Historic industrial building conversion: ‘repurposing while keeping the original
purpose in view’. The Malthouse and adjacent brewery buildings certainly meet that test,
and the apartment block development on the other side of the canal makes a pleasing
ensemble.

OBR members view the malthouse…

…and the Joiner’s shop

Vic has a pleasing knack of summarising a building. Nuffield College, built between 1939
and 1960 is ‘Cotswold style”, apart from the tower, which he considers unsummarisable!
The Linbury Building of Worcester College, by McGuire & Murray (1990) ‘pleasing for a
college building’; Gloucester Green bus station redevelopment (also 1990), ‘of the several
proposals, they took the romantic option’; the Sackler library by Robert Adam (2001), with
its central drum apparently making it impossible to navigate inside, according to some in the
party, is for Vic ‘Swedish Renaissance, with lego brick decoration’, nestling behind the
‘masterly redevelopment’ of the Ashmoleum by Rick Mather (2009).
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Romantic Gloucester Green

Sackler library drum - Swedish Renaissance

And so to the university administrative offices in Wellington Square (1965) and the university
graduate student accommodation block next door. The Surveyor’s Office was closely
associated with this, hand in glove with the architect Sir Leslie Martin. In contrast to the
high rise buildings popular at the time, Martin wanted to emphasise the horizontal, - low rise
- and liked his buildings to stand on a plinth. In fact his vision was the complete destruction
of Wellington Square, to be replaced by a series of elevated blocks, with roads and parking
underground. Thanks to running out of money and the declaration of the square as a
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conservation area, it came to nothing. Low rise is certainly better than high rise in
Wellington Square. As offices the building apparently works pretty well, although the
Joiner’s shop had to revitalise the Vice Chancellor’s office which was dominated by gloomily
sombre panelling, and also to design and fabricate a more secure main entrance lobby to
keep protesting students at bay.

University administrative offices

University student accommodation block

Whatever one thinks about the administrative offices - and Vic kept his opinions about them
pretty much to himself - there was no doubt about what he thought about the Department
of Statistics building (1966). This was a definite success for the Surveyor’s Office which built
it and Michael Harrison who designed it. ‘A clever little building’, set back slightly from the
Banbury Road, the windows emphasising the horizontal, and the low rise proportions
improved by being broken up into three wings set at right angles to each other.

Dept. of
Statistics mid 1960’s
at its best
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There was no building at our final stop, the lawn in front of the Museum of Natural History.
Under the lawn is a large water proof box, effectively floating in the water table. This was
an extension in 1964 of the Radcliffe Science library next door, as well as providing meeting
rooms. For the Surveyor’s Office it is successful realisation of a technically demanding
project, and part of that success is that we cannot see it. The library’s innovative lighting
was inspired by the interior designs of the QE2 liner,, and a picture of that we saw in Vic’s
afternoon presentation.

The Radcliffe Science Library
Lankester Room
© Vic Allison

Richard Farrant

OBR Presentation Day; the presentations
Malthouse Memories; the University Surveyor’s Office. Vic Allison
Vic supplemented his morning guided tour with more description of the Surveyor’s Office
itself. It was established in the late 1940’s, when the 240 or so university buildings were
generally in a poor state and funds were short. Essential maintenance was the order of the
day. This changed in the 1950’s, when a national programme for scientific research was
developed, and funding to upgrade scientific facilities became available. New science such
as nuclear physics demanded novel designs. An Historic Buildings appeal was launched in
1957. The Surveyor’s Office took over the Oxford Brewery malthouse, which had been
badly damaged by fire, and began a long process of converting additional parts of it as the
Office’s work expanded.
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Science has special needs; Nuclear Physics. 1970

Fire damaged brewery in 1956

In the 1960’s there was a large expansion in such university facilities in Oxford. Easier
general funding enabled new development on a wider scale, for example the two university
buildings in Wellington Square visited in the morning tour. At college level, the building of
St Catherine’s College also involved the Surveyor’s Office, as Arne Jacobson was not
registered as a UK architect and the Office acted as a local intermediary. Green College
involved the Surveyor’s Office more directly, with the then Surveyor, Jack Lankester, acting
as designer.

Green College.
Lankester quad
1966
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In the 1990’s there was a second wave of major research funding, pioneered by the Welcome
Trust, the effects of which are still being felt in a more or less continuous upgrading of
scientific research buildings.
In addition, individual benefactors have enabled large
individual developments, such as the Sackler library, Blavatnick School of Government and
Said Business School. The latter, originally intended for a site in Mansfield Road, involved a
secret design competition which the Surveyor’s Office oversaw.

Said Business School. The Dixon Jones final scheme. 2001

The volume of work is now such that the new design element of the Office’s work is
increasingly farmed out to consultants. That still leaves modernisation of existing buildings,
which must be upgraded to cater for new methods of scientific research, better
environmental sustainability and catering for disabilities.

Radcliffe
Camera
Reading room
redesign…
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…and the
reality

Victoria County History in Wychwood - some Ramsden buildings. Simon
Thurley
Simon gave a taster of the VCH volume on Wychwood, to be published in the autumn of
2019. He focussed on village houses in Ramsden, 3 to 4 miles north of Witney, on the
eastern side of Wychwood forest.
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Ramsden was an impoverished village; in 16662 over 75% of its houses were taxed on 1
hearth, 12% on two hearths. Local rubble stone and stone slate roofs predominate.
Old Hall on the High Street is a mainly 17th century building, remodelling a smaller earlier
hall house, comprising three gables (on the right in the photograph below), with a cross wing
added in the following century (second gable from the left) and a further extension (left
gable) was added in the 1920’s to join the house to agricultural outbuildings. The deeds,
deposited in the Oxford History Centre, reveal it was owned by the Bowman family by
1649, let later in that century, sold and let to farmers in the 18 and early 19th century,
bought by a leading farmer John Edwards in 1841, whose family held it until sold to Sir
Sydney Haldane in 1919.

Old Hall. Front © Oxfordshire
History Centre

Old Hall ground floor plan
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Notable features include the stair turret projecting at the rear and dove holes in a gable.
The porch appears to be a later addition. In1662 it was assessed as having 6 hearths, but the
original fireplaces have been subsequently altered or re-sited. The roof of the early part has
been modified to raise the ceilings of the rooms below.

Upper collar C17:
pegged in, deeply
chiselled
assembly mark;
mortice and tenon
Lap dovetail for lost collar - late
medieval?
Lower collar later –nailed
ceiled??

– when

Roof truss above room G1 in plan

Simon’s analysis suggest the following structural history:
•Cross wing to pre-existing hall rebuilt or heavily remodelled c.1600
(incorporating existing fabric in thick front wall?)
•Hall range rebuilt soon after – with lobby entry and central stack, attic space
with tie beams, dormers for show
•A few decades later (before 1662 hearth tax) – attics opened up, stair tower and porch
added, dormers rebuilt (all by Bowmans?)
•C18: attics ceiled and plastered (during phase as farmhouse)
•1920s: renovations and alterations for Haldane – including extending house into
agricultural buildings and inserting front staircase (replaced c.1998 by one in C17 style)
• Cross wing: stack goes with c.1600 remodelling? Where was original stair, and where was
the kitchen?
Simon described more briefly the Grange, with a stair turret at the front above the entrance
way, another complex building, probably 17th century but with suggestions of an 18th
century roof; and Handcroft Farm, which is another house later enlarged by incorporating
adjacent agricultural buildings.
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The Grange

Handcroft Farm

Building recording in Abingdon. David Clark
David described the long term project involving the local Archaeological and Historical
Society to record buildings in Abingdon. 140 topics and 180 articles have been produced so
far. Current projects are the Roysse Room and Abbey Gatehouse, Ock Lea and Tomkins
almshouses.
The Roysse Room forms the central part of the Abbey buildings, was formerly home of
Abingdon School, and was remodelled in 1911 by Harry Redfern. A fragment of a roof of
about 1450 survives, together with a mid 16th century Queen strut roof with unusual
scribed circles, and a gabled range with gallery of the mid 18th century. The main roof is
full of Baltic timber marks.

Roysse Room; exterior and interior
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Roysse Room roof. Scribed circles
Ock Lea is sited near the river Ock within the old brewery. Lived in by William Belcher, owner of
the brewery it was sold with the brewery by his son William, who nevertheless continues to manage
the brewery and live in the house. Morlands - new owners of the brewery - lived in the house from
1881, but it became a brewery office in the First World war, continuing until the brewery closed in
2000.

Ock Lea

David tentatively identifies 5 building phases, ranging from the early 18th century to the
1880’s, but there are puzzling features - the front wall is battered (ie. slopes inwards); a brick
Victorian gothic window; and a chimney stub on one stack.
The Tomkins almshouses in Ock Street were endowed by Benjamin Tomkin, and built in
1733, probably by Samuel Westbrook and Charles Etty. The lay-out of 8 almshouses each
with a garden plot is specified in detail in Tomkin’s will and is almost unchanged, but what
inspired the ground plan and architectural detail? Candidates for the ground plan are Ford’s
Hospital in Coventry (16th century), and perhaps more likely Lyford almshouses near
Wantage which are also 18th century. The striking architectural detail is more confounding,
with mannerist shaped gables, crenellations about central doorways, an open pediment
above the clock, and finials everywhere. Strangest of all is the house bell dated 1733 cast by
Hemins of Bicester, but with James Crouchfield’s name cast into it. Who was he?
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Tomkins Almshouses; street
facade and ground plan

Hockmore Cottage, Cowley. Buffy McLelland
Buffy has lived in Hockmore Cottage for 27 years and with her husband has restored it from
a derelict condition, condemned as unfit for human habitation. They offered it as a suitable
OBR training venue, which took place in June and in which they participated.
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Hockmore Cottage now……and around 1960 (© Oxfordshire History Centre)

This was a wide-ranging presentation, covering why it was located where it is, the building’s
structure, build phases and history, and notably a statistical approach to dating house
features and bricks used.
Hockmore Cottage’s location - well outside Cowley until the 20th century, has no obvious
rationale. Documentary evidence suggests it lay at the epicentre of four strip fields named
Hockmore, and in a 17th century map a road called Hockmore Street led directly to the site.
But a 1004 charter identifies a dog-leg on field boundaries on which the house is situated,
possibly suggesting a much older rationale for the house’s siting, pre-dating the medieval
field system. It appears to be an early part of the Donnington Hospital estate which
originated as the Domesday estate of Lewin. A Donnington Hospital record of 1670 refers
to ‘Hockmore Farme’, and the cottage’s central location in fields named Hockmore suggests
it was a farm related residence. The Hospital estate was sold to its tenants in 1928.

Ordinance Survey 1900 edition

Location, with regard to 1605 Corpus
Christi College map
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The cottage has 3 bays and is one room deep plus a catslide roofed outshut extension along
its whole length, built with local rubble stone and limestone corner quoins, the whole
structure thatched until the 1960’s. There is no evidence in the walls that the outshut is a
later addition, and so the two storey timber wall running the full length of the building
separating the outshut from the main building and supporting its roof tie beams also
appears to be original. There are no framed trusses. The timber wall is roughly made, of
thin scantling, with infill vertical close studding nailed into place.

Ground floor plan…………and elevation

Internal timber wall dividing outshot from main part

Being a scientist, Buffy has taken a data driven approach to dating the the house. Drawing
on available evidence of multiple features in other buildings to those in Hockmore Cottage,
she has identified probable dates of different building phases with high statistical confidence.
Taking brick dimensions as an example, she compared the average brick and mortar
thickness in the central chimney stack to examples cited by Brunskill (1990) and Lloyd
(1925). Bricks have become larger over time, as their manufacturing technology improved.
Contrariwise, mortar thickness decreased as brick dimensions became more regular. From
that she can identify a likely date range for the chimney.
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Hockmore Cottage. Range dates for different features

Brick timeline
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She concludes the building started as a 2 storey single dwelling with integral outshut of 3
bays, build in the late 17th century. Phase 2 saw the addition of an external chimney on the
west gable end and insertion of proper windows in the outshut. Phase 3, around 1800-1820
saw the addition of an upper floor in the outshut and second staircase to access it. Phase 4,
around 1840-50, saw the separation of the building into two dwellings, probably for
workmen and possibly relating to enclosure of surrounding fields in 1853 and building a
new farmhouse at Hockmore Farm.

New findings in Chipping Norton. Paul Clark
Paul noted that as part of the Chipping Norton project 72 buildings have now been surveyed
inside and out; 376 buildings surveyed externally; 9 dendro. surveys done; the castle
subjected to magnetometry and earth resistance surveys; 10 reports and one book
completed. A further 49 building reports are in hand, as is an article for Vernacular
Architecture.
Paul summarised the two castle surveys (described in OR 75) and highlighted an undercroft
at 20 High Street where new research has cast a fresh light on previous studies in the 1980’s
and 90’s.
The undercroft features a qudripartite stone ribbed vault with ribs and irecerons springing
from four corner head corbels. It also has traceried windows and two entrance doorways,
now blocked up. The recording team used a similar procedure to that used on Hockmore
Cottage (see above) to help date the undercroft and individual features, concluding that the
vault is most likely second half of the 14th century, the windows quite possibly
contemporaneous, but the doorways more likely up to a century later.
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Corbel corner head

Undercroft of 20 High Street

A remaining question is why the windows and doorways were blocked up. Site gradient
analysis, including floor levels of adjacent buildings of similar age, suggests the ground
outside has not been raised. The market place in front does slant downwards from the
house, and a much more likely is that the immediate frontage area had been further
excavated, with steps down from the market place. Another example of this practice has
been identified at Winchelsea.

OBR recording in 2018. David Clark
David noted that OBR had participated in a number of wider projects: Abingdon buildings
and people (9 buildings), the Appleton Area Archaeological Research project (4 buildings),
Chalgrove Local History project, the Chippling Norton project (2 buildings) and support for
the Victoria County History Oxfordshire series (4 buildings). In addition OBR has recorded
5 buildings independently. Of these, he highlighted the outbuilding at 3 Eaton Road,
Appleton (described in OR75); Rectory Farm Barn at Letcombe Bassett, where the potential
of drones and multi photo stitching software for recording purposes had been explored;
Golden Cross in Oxford; and 11-12 Wood Street in Wallingford. The need to vacate the
meeting room precluded further detail, but as a taster for a possible future article it seems
that drones are unlikely to be a useful tool within a building because to take good
measurements they need to be accompanied by strong lights and they also create clouds of
dust. On the other hand, photogrammetry (multi photo stitching) using a camera mounted
on an extendible pole, has considerable potential.
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Photogrammetry image of truss at Rectory Farm Barn © Adam Stanford and Aerial-Cam

Richard Farrant (unless otherwise stated, photo copyrights © each presenter)

OBR lecture; Three decades of dendro-dating
in Oxfordshire, by Dan Miles
Dr Dan Miles gave the annual OBR Lecture at Rewley House on 27th November as part of
the OAHS lecture series. His lecture was about three decades of dendro-dating in
Oxfordshire.
Dr Miles began by describing what dendrochronology is. It is tree ring analysis, capable of
identifying when a piece of timber was felled which, being accurate to a single year, is at
present the most accurate method for dating its age. As a tree cycles between growing and
dormancy each year it puts on a new tree-ring. The sap flows through cells just under the
bark and in a favourable growing season the ring becomes wider than in an unfavourable
season. Thus the rings give a pattern of the local weather conditions, and are a unique
fingerprint for each tree. These results are then compared to an established chronology for
that area and a felling date fixed for each tree. The resulting growth refers to the spring/
summer season as trees do not grow in winter. Traditionally, winter is when trees were felled
so if bark is present their timber can be dated to the winter they were harvested. Oak is
easier to work when it is ‘green’ i.e. freshly felled, so construction is likely to have taken place
the following summer.
Timber used in old houses is usually cut in three ways as 1) a log split in half lengthwise
(halved) or quarters (quartered) or 2) as boxed heart where almost the whole timber remains
with just the bark taken off or 3) cut into planks from one side to the other. Cuts 2 and 3 are
tricky for dendro sampling as often the sap wood is removed or there are not enough rings 40 being the minimum required, 100 being the best. Timber that has been split will have
both sap and heart wood so is often the most successful. To achieve an accurate date ideally
sapwood should be present, as this contains the last date when the tree was alive.
Unfortunately this layer is prone to beetle damage and was sometimes removed by the
carpenter. However, successful dating can often be obtained even from very thin pieces such
as laths for plaster, as long as there are at least 40 rings.
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Dr J M Fletcher, Dr Miles’s mentor, pioneered dendro technology. Before the mid-1980s
tree-ring samples were taken from off-cuts, this was the only method of taking tree-ring
samples, and gave a limited range of rings. Later a coring bit was developed, (now in use
with a 16mm outer diameter bit taking a core of 10mm). Dr Fletcher managed to get good
results from off-cuts, but with the new core method he began to develop a dataset which
could compare tree-ring samples to a known sequence. Nine buildings were dated initially
to begin the sequence. English Heritage (now Historic England) supported the research and
Dr Miles worked on the project.
Dr Miles now works in the Oxford Dendrochronology Laboratory and has taken samples
from many Oxfordshire buildings, with sometimes surprising results. These include 14th
century inns; The Queens Head, Crowmarsh Gifford 1341-2; The New Inn, Oxford 1381;
The Old Bell, Henley-on-Thames 1325. A very early roof in Christ Church Chapter House
dates at 1259, and possibly the earliest roof timbers recorded in the UK is at the King
Charles I Gate, Christ Church being 1245 (although it could be re-used timber). Another
early roof is a Queen post roof in Merton College which is dated to 1298-9 and is thought
to be the earliest Queen post roof in the country.

Queens Head, Crowmarsh Gifford. 1341-2

Crown-post at the Old Bell, Henley. 1325

Dr Miles also found early Arabic numerals used in conjunction with Roman numerals in
Church Farm barn at Great Haseley; these timbers were dendro’d to 1313, a very early date
for the use of Arabic numerals. Arabic numerals have also been found at Mapledurham in
a sequence on early 17th century joists.
Dr Miles, who lives on the Mapledurham estate, has extensively researched its buildings.
The estate has an extensive map archive and one 1587 map has colour coded roof types
distinguishing between thatched and tiled. Most standing buildings on the estate have been
dated which gives a comprehensive overview of the estate from the mid-14th century
onwards, not least to tie particular buildings to individual owners of the estate at the time of
their construction.
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Developments in Dendrochronology
Dr. Miles noted that studying the chemistry of wood is showing great promise alongside tree
ring width analysis, or as an alternative where tree ring analysis cannot be done. In the
former case, similar results add confidence to the reliability of tree ring dating. In the latter
case, tree ring dating of elm and beech is rarely possible, but confidence is increasing that
chemical testing of these woods can succeed. The method involves measuring stable
isotopes of carbon and oxygen, the former varying mainly in response to the amount of
summer sunshine, and the latter in response to rainfall. As with tree ring dating, it is
necessary to match the result of an individual sample with a master reference chronology.
An experiment dating beech timbers at Well Cottage at Mapledurham has been a success.
Dr Miles ended by saying that a dataset chronology is specific to a region - an Oxfordshire
chronology won’t apply in other regions, say Scotland, as the local weather conditions will
be different. Although the sampling process appears relatively straight forward, assessing the
nuances of cross-matching samples needs experience.
For more information please see:A list of dendro'd buildings can be seen on the ODL website: http://www.oxforddendrolab.com/
Historic England: Ancient Monuments Lab https://research.historicengland.org.uk/ hold
dendro reports.
An overview of isotope dating can be seen at https://www.oak-research.co.uk/method
For information about the interpretation of tree-ring dates please see Dr Miles’ article in
Vernacular Architecture journal Vernacular Architecture Vol. 28 (1997), pages 40-56.

By Donna Thynne

VAG training weekend
[OBR member David Wheeler won an OBR bursary to help finance his participation in a
Vernacular Architecture Group weekend training course in September. This is his (slightly
summarised) report.]

25 course members visited four houses and Winterbourne Barn in South Gloucestershire.
The purpose of the course was to facilitate a deeper appreciation of the construction and
fabric to be found in medieval houses. Each house displayed many fascinating features to
provide examples of building style and phases of change. Course members were initially
encouraged to look individually at the external characteristics and materials used for
construction of the houses, to use annotated sketches and to form a view of features which
can be brought together with other evidence from close inspection of the interiors. This was
in small groups led by more experienced VAG members and there was ample opportunity to
discuss and debate the evidence and in all cases, different phases of development.
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All houses proved to have numerous fascinating features to assist in building up the history
of their development. Ground floor plans were available so members did not have to do
measured surveys.
The first two houses visited had been fully rendered so the construction material was not
immediately obvious, but the positions of chimneys, doors and windows, together with roof
lines were noted.
371 Badminton Road, Nibley. One and a half storeys with three bays. The plans
showed external walls to be around three feet thick – an indicator of age. Parts of the east
wall and the south wall towards the east end were thinner and an indicator of a later phase
of build.

371 Badminton Road

Internal inspection revealed two raised crucks, very similar, we were told, to C14 crucks in
the area. There had been no evidence of these from the outside. There was an inserted
central hall stack. Smoke blackening of attic timbers indicated a pre-existing open hall fire.
There was an ogee moulded hall door frame and paved floor likely to be C16, a winder stair
and an ornamental spit rack above the central fire place.
Algars Manor, Iron Acton. This house was positioned on a ridge overlooking a stream
and an early watermill. It was fully rendered but with walls nearly three feet thick. There
was a central chimney and two end stacks. The present hall fire place has a massive Pennant
sandstone lintel. There was no evidence of a previous open hall. The main entry door and
frame are very old with large ornamental hinges. We were told later of a dendro date of
1559/1560 for kitchen beams and roof timbers.
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Algars Manor

Hall ceiling beams - early C16?
Main entry door

The kitchen fireplace has two “oven cupboards” and a C18 ? crane and grate

Kitchen fireplace with
oven cupboards
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Evidence of re-used early timbers in the roof was confirmed by a mixture of later timbers
fitted when walls were raised, apparently in C19.

Manor Farm, Wick has an exterior revealing evidence of several build phases, and
internal inspection revealed a beautifully crafted series of raised crucks and wind braces to
form a hall, with unusual Arabic carpenter’s marks. Dendrochronology dates for these
timbers are reported to be winter 1327/ 1328. This compares with the later inserted floor
in the hall dated as winter 1529 /1530.

Manor Farm
from the
north west,
enclosing the
Hall

Raised crucks and
windbraces
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Arabic carpenter’s marks

In the east range, the beams displayed well-crafted bar stops to the chamfers and the best
bedroom had a wall plaster showing cherub images and a chevron crest which both fit with
the 1530’s.

East range chamfer bar stops

Above mantel wall plaster
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Goose Green Farm, Yate. Although the exterior showed consistent patterns of wall
construction using local Pennant sandstone, the coursing was uneven and depth of blocks
quite variable. Mortar joints have been repaired. Window mullions have ogee chamfers.

Goose Green Farm

The plan showed the main walls to be just over two feet thick and fireplace walls to be
around three feet thick. There were two rooms to the front of the house, thought to be a
parlour on the west side and a previous kitchen to the east with large fireplace, a side access
to a storage or smoke room beneath a shaped door head and an inset spice cupboard in the
back wall.

Shaped door
head and inset
spice
cupboard
(under left end
of door head)
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Access to the first floor and attic room was via a spiral stair comprised of hewn solid oak
risers and treads around a substantial newel post, rising from a possible service room.

Solid oak risers

A more recent addition in the north west side forms a new kitchen and second staircase.
The west wall of the parlour displays an impressive wall painting which is typical of the date
proved by dendrochronology of 1607 - 1608.

Early C17 wall painting
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The first floor simple panelled doors appear to be contemporary and one door frame has a
scroll carved lintel.

Scroll carved door lintel

I am very grateful to have received an OBR bursary to assist with the course fees. I found
the course really informative and stimulating. There was valuable opportunity to investigate
the characteristics of the buildings and bring all the evidence back to group reviews with the
experienced leaders. The course had been very well planned and the scheduling for each
day, including Saturday evening, worked very well.

David Wheeler

Forthcoming Events
Oxford Architectural & Historical Society
See website (http://www.oahs.org.uk/new_program.php) for winter series of talks,
including:
• 26 February: Medley Manor, Oxford’s ‘place of great resort’, by Mark Davies and
David Clark. The ownership history and development of this house on the
Thames overlooking Port Meadow. See http://www.oahs.org.uk/lec107.php
• 12 March: The Crown Inn, Cornmarket, by Julian Munby. A lost Oxford house
rediscovered. See http://www.oahs.org.uk/lec108.php

Oxfordshire Local History Association
See website (http://www.olha.org.uk/events/talks-and-meetings/) for extensive listing
of local lectures.

Oxfordshire Gardens Trust
16-17 March: Weekend conference at St John’s College “Trees and townscapes: past,
present and future”. See https://ogt.org.uk/ for details
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OBR Contact details
Membership – Paul Clark (membership@obr.org.uk)
General – David Clark (secretary@obr.org.uk)
Newsletter - Richard Farrant (newsletter@obr.org.uk)
Webmaster – Tim Peacock (admin@obr.org.uk)
Website: www.obr.org.uk
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